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Afghanistan- Issue and Crisis, Detailed Analysis- 
This topic is highly important for CURRENT mapping, Paper 2 GS and 
Political science students 
 
Historical Background- 

• Afghanistan was never ruled by a Single ruler. It has had a history of 
conquests by Alexander (330 BC), Mongol Empire (13th Century), 
Mughal conquests, Three Anglo Afghan Wars (1839-1842; 1878 – 
1880 and 1919 respectively), Panjdeh incident (which was an armed 
engagement between the Afghanistan and Russian Empire in 1885 
and the first major incursion into Afghanistan by Russia), etc.  

• During the Modern era, 1973 Afghan coup d’etat occurred. In a relatively 
bloodless coup, King Mohammed Zahir Shah was deposed on 17 July 1973 and 
the Republic of Afghanistan established and Monarchy abolished. 

• The coup was executed by the then-Army commander and prince, Mohammed 
Daoud Khan who led forces in Kabul along with then-chief of staff General 
Abdul Karim Mustaghni to overthrow the monarchy while the King was 
convalescing abroad in Ischia, Italy. 

• Daoud Khan was assisted by leftist Army officers and civil servants from the 
Parcham faction of the PDPA, including Air Force colonel Abdul Qadir. 

• King Zahir Shah decided not to retaliate and he formally abdicated on August 
24, remaining in Italy in exile. More than two centuries of royal rule (since the 
founding of the Durrani Empire in 1747) ended. 

Saur Revolution, 1979 
• Saur Revolution aka April Revolution or April coup was a coup d'état (or self-

proclaimed revolution) led by the People's Democratic Party of 
Afghanistan (PDPA) against the rule of Afghan President Mohammed 
Daoud Khan on 27–28 April 1978. 

• Daoud Khan and most of his family were killed at the presidential palace by 
military officers in support of the PDPA. 

• The revolution resulted in the creation of a Soviet-aligned government 
with Nur Muhammad Taraki as President (General Secretary of the 
Revolutionary Council). 
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• The revolution was ordered by PDPA member Hafizullah Amin, who 
would become a significant figure in the revolutionary government; at a press 
conference in New York in June 1978, Amin claimed that the event was 
not a coup but a revolution by the "will of the people". 

• The coup involved heavy fighting and resulted in many deaths. 
• The Saur Revolution was a significant event in Afghanistan's history, marking 

the onset of 43 years of conflict in the country. 
Aftermath of Saur Revolution, 1978 

• Power was thereafter shared by two Marxist-Leninist political groups, 
the People’s (Khalq) Party and the Banner (Parcham) Party, which 
had earlier emerged from a single organization, the People’s Democratic Party 
of Afghanistan, and had reunited in an uneasy coalition shortly before the 
coup. 

• Taraki’s government introduced many modernisation reforms that were 
considered too radical and left them unpopular, especially in the rural 
areas and with the traditional power structures. 

• The new government, which had little popular support, forged close ties with 
the Soviet Union, launched ruthless purges of all domestic opposition, and 
began extensive land and social reforms that were bitterly resented by the 
devoutly Muslim and largely anticommunist population. 

• Insurgencies arose against the government among both tribal and urban 
groups, and all of these—known collectively as the mujahideen (Arabic: 
mujahidin, “those who engage in jihad”)—were Islamic in orientation. 

• The communist party itself experienced deep internal rivalries between the 
Khalqists and Parchamites; in September 1979, People's Democratic Party 
General Secretary Nur Mohammad Taraki was assassinated under 
orders of the second-in-command, Hafizullah Amin, which soured 
relations with the Soviet Union. 

• With fears rising that Amin was planning to switch sides to the United States, 
the Soviet government, under leader Leonid Brezhnev, decided to deploy 
the 40th Army across the border on 24 December 1979. 

Soviet – Afghan War: Deployment of Soviet Army (1979 – 89) 
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• The Soviet–Afghan War was a conflict wherein insurgent groups (known 
collectively as the Afghan mujahedeen), as well as smaller Maoist 
groups, fought a nine-year guerrilla war against the Soviet Army and 
the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan government throughout the 
1980s, mostly in the Afghan countryside. 

• Arriving in the capital Kabul, Soviet army staged a coup (Operation Storm-
333), killing General Secretary Amin and installing Soviet loyalist Babrak 
Karmal from the rival faction Parcham. The Soviet invasion was based on the 
Brezhnev Doctrine. Later Babrak Karmal was installed as the new President 
who was a Soviet Ally. 

• But the Mujahideen rebellion grew in response. The Soviets initially left the 
suppression of the rebellion to the Afghan army, but the latter was beset by 
mass desertions and remained largely ineffective throughout the war. 

• This intervention was seen as an invasion by the USA and other 
western nations. 

• While the Soviet army had control of the cities and towns, the 
insurgency groups called the Mujahideen had the rural parts of 
Afghanistan under their control. 

• A bitter war was fought between both groups. The Soviet Union, which had 
planned to stay for 6 months to a year in Afghanistan found themselves stuck 
in a war that was proving to be too costly. 

• The Mujahideen did not relent in their pursuit to ‘drive out’ the 
Soviets. They had the support of many countries like the USA, Pakistan, 
China, Iran, Egypt and Saudi Arabia. 

• They were given assistance like arms and training needed to fight the soviets. 
• The soviets followed a policy of wiping out the rural regions in order to defeat 

the Mujahideen. Millions of land mines were planted and important irrigation 
systems were destroyed. 

• As a result, millions of Afghan refugees took refuge in Pakistan and 
Iran. Some came to India as well. It is estimated that in the Soviet-Afghan 
war, about 20 lakh Afghan civilians were killed. 
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• In 1987, after the reformist Mikhail Gorbachev came to power in 
the Soviet Union, he announced that his government would start withdrawing 
troops. 

Geneva Accords (1988)- 
• The Geneva Accords, known formally as the agreements on the settlement 

of the situation relating to Afghanistan, were signed on 14 April 1988 at the 
Geneva headquarters of the United Nations, between Afghanistan and 
Pakistan, with the United States and the Soviet Union serving as 
guarantors. 

• The accords consisted of several instruments: a bilateral agreement 
between the Islamic Republic of Pakistan and the Republic of 
Afghanistan on the principles of mutual relations, in particular on non-
interference and non-intervention; a declaration on international 
guarantees, signed by the Soviet Union and the United States; a bilateral 
agreement between Pakistan and Afghanistan on the voluntary return of 
Afghan refugees; and an agreement on the interrelationships for the 
settlement of the situation relating to Afghanistan, signed by Pakistan and 
Afghanistan and witnessed by the Soviet Union and the United States. 

• The agreements also contained provisions for the timetable of the 
withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan. 

• It officially began on 15 May 1988 and ended by 15 February 1989, thus 
putting an end to a nine-year-long Soviet occupation and Soviet–Afghan 
War. 

• The United States reneged on an agreement it had made, with White House 
clearance, albeit aloofness, in December 1985 to stop the supply of arms to 
the mujahideen through Pakistan once the Soviet withdrawal was complete. 

• Mikhail Gorbachev felt betrayed, but the Soviet Union was determined to 
withdraw and so the accords were supplanted with a contradictory 
"understanding" that the arms supply would continue. 

• The final soviet troops were withdrawn on 15 February 1989. 
• The Afghan resistance, or mujahideen, were neither party to the 

negotiations nor to the Geneva accords and so refused to accept the terms 
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of the agreement. Now, the government of Afghanistan was left alone to 
fight the Mujahideen. 

• As a result, the civil war continued after the completion of the Soviet 
withdrawal. The Soviet-backed regime of Mohammad Najibullah failed to 
win popular support, territory, or international recognition but was able to 
remain in power until 1992, when it collapsed and was overrun by the 
mujahideen. 

• In April 1992 various rebel groups, together with newly rebellious 
government troops, stormed the besieged capital of Kabul and overthrew 
the communist president, Najibullah, who had succeeded Karmal in 1986. 

• Again, the Mujahideen had different factions within and they could not 
agree on power sharing. The country collapsed into a bloody civil war. 

Afghan Civil War (1989 – 1996): 
• This article covers the Afghan history from the Soviet withdrawal from 

Afghanistan on 15 February 1989 until 27 April 1992, the day after the 
proclamation of the Peshawar Accords proclaiming a new interim Afghan 
government which was supposed to start serving on 28 April 1992. 

• Mujahideen groups, some of them more or less united in the Islamic 
Unity of Afghanistan Mujahideen, in the years 1989–1992 proclaimed 
as their conviction that they were battling the hostile "puppet 
regime" of the Republic of Afghanistan in Kabul. 

• In March 1989, the mujahideen groups Hezb-e Islami Gulbuddin and 
Ittehad-e Islami in cooperation with the Pakistani ISI Inter-
Services Intelligence (ISI) attacked Jalalabad but they were defeated by 
June. 

• In March 1991, a mujahideen coalition quickly conquered the city of Khost. 
In March 1992, having lost the last remnants of Soviet support, President 
Mohammad Najibullah agreed to step aside and make way for a 
mujahideen coalition government. 

• One mujahideen group, Hezb-e Islami Gulbuddin, refused to confer and 
discuss a coalition government under the Pakistani sponsored 
Peshawar Peace Accords and invaded Kabul. 
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• This kicked off a civil war, starting 25 April 1992, between initially three, 
but within weeks five or six mujahideen groups or armies. 

• On 25 April 1992, a civil war had ignited between three, later five or six, 
mujahideen armies, when Hezb-e Islami Gulbuddin led by 
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar and supported by Pakistan’s Inter-
Services Intelligence (ISI) refused to form a coalition government with 
other mujahideen groups and tried to conquer Kabul for themselves. After 
four months, already half a million residents of Kabul had fled the heavily 
bombarded city. 

• The following years, several times some of those militant groups formed 
coalitions, and often broke them again. 

• By mid 1994, Kabul's original population of two million had dropped to 
500,000. 

Rise of Taliban- 
• Partly as a response, the Taliban (Pashto for “Students”), a 

puritanical Islamic group led by a former mujahideen 
commander, Mohammad Omar, emerged in the fall of 1994. 

• In 1995–96, the new militia the Taliban, supported by Pakistan 
and ISI, had grown to be the strongest force. Many of them were 
trained in Pakistan when they were in refugee camps. 

• By late 1994, the Taliban had captured Kandahar, in 1995 they took Herat, 
in early September 1996 they took Jalalabad, and eventually in late 
September 1996 they captured Kabul. By 1998, almost entire Afghanistan 
was under the control of the Taliban. 

• Fighting would continue the following years, often between the now 
dominant Taliban and other groups. 

• The Islamic State of Afghanistan government remained the 
recognized government of Afghanistan of most of the international 
community, the Taliban's Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan however 
received recognition from Saudi Arabia, Pakistan and the United 
Arab Emirates. The defense minister of the Islamic State of 
Afghanistan, Ahmad Shah Massoud, created the United Front 
(Northern Alliance) in opposition to the Taliban. 
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• The United Front included all Afghan ethnicities: Tajiks, Uzbeks, Hazaras, 
Turkmens, some Pashtuns and others. 

• Many of the Mujahideen warlords fled to the north of the country 
and joined the Northern Alliance who were fighting the Taliban. 

• This time, Russia lent support to the Northern Alliance, though 
they were fighting against them earlier. 

• During the conflict, the Taliban received military support from Pakistan 
and financial support from Saudi Arabia. 

• Pakistan militarily intervened in Afghanistan, deploying battalions and 
regiments of its Frontier Corps and Army against the United Front. 

• Al Qaeda supported the Taliban with thousands of imported fighters from 
Pakistan, Arab countries, and Central Asia. 

• The Taliban ruled the country under strict interpretation of the Sharia law 
and many of the progress with regard to women and education which the 
country had seen earlier, were reversed. 

• Girls were forbidden from attending schools and women banned from 
working. 

• The Taliban-ruled country also became a safe haven for international 
terrorists. 

• Only Pakistan, the UAE and Saudi Arabia recognised the Taliban 
government. 

9/11 Attacks and invasion by USA- 
• Al-Qaeda, led by Osama Bin Laden in Afghanistan, carried out the largest 

terror attack ever conducted on US soil. Four commercial airliners were 
hijacked. Two are flown into the World Trade Centre in New York, which 
collapses. One hits the Pentagon building in Washington, and one crashes into 
a field in Pennsylvania. Nearly 3,000 people were killed. 

• In 2001, a US-led coalition defeated the Taliban in response to 9/11 
and US attacks of 2001 and established another government in 
place. 

• After the initial objectives were completed, a coalition of over 40 countries 
(including all NATO members) formed a security mission in the 
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country called International Security Assistance Force (ISAF, 
succeeded by the Resolute Support Mission (RS) in 2014) of which 
certain members were involved in military combat allied with Afghanistan's 
government. 

• The war mostly consisted of Taliban insurgencies fighting against the Afghan 
Armed Forces and allied forces; the majority of ISAF/RS soldiers and 
personnel are American. 

• The war was code-named by the US as Operation Enduring Freedom 
(2001–2014) and Operation Freedom's Sentinel (2015–2021). 

• Following the September 11 attacks in 2001, George W. Bush demanded that 
the Taliban, then-de facto ruling Afghanistan, hand over Osama bin Laden. 

• The Taliban's refusal to extradite him led to Operation Enduring Freedom; the 
Taliban and their Al-Qaeda allies were mostly defeated in the 
country by US-led forces, and the Northern Alliance which had been 
fighting the Taliban since 1996. 

• At the Bonn Conference, new Afghan interim authorities (mostly from the 
Northern Alliance) elected Hamid Karzai to head the Afghan Interim 
Administration. 

• The United Nations Security Council established the ISAF to assist 
the new authority with securing Kabul. 

• A nationwide rebuilding effort was also made following the end of the Taliban 
regime. 

Reorganization of Taliban 
• Following defeat in the initial invasion, the Taliban was reorganized by 

Mullah Omar and launched an insurgency against the Afghan government 
in 2003. 

• Insurgents from the Taliban and other groups waged asymmetric warfare 
with guerrilla raids and ambushes in the countryside, suicide attacks 
against urban targets, and turncoat killings against coalition forces. 

• The Taliban exploited weaknesses in the Afghan government to reassert 
influence across rural areas of southern and eastern Afghanistan. 
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• From 2006 the Taliban made further gains and showed an increased 
willingness to commit atrocities against civilians; ISAF responded by 
increasing troops for counter-insurgency operations to "clear and hold" 
villages. Violence escalated from 2007 to 2009. 

• Troop numbers began to surge in 2009 and continued to increase through 
2011 when roughly 140,000 foreign troops operated under ISAF and US 
command in Afghanistan. 

• NATO leaders in 2012 commenced an exit strategy for 
withdrawing their forces and later the United States announced that its 
major combat operations would end in December 2014, leaving a residual 
force in the country. 

• On 28 December 2014, NATO formally ended ISAF combat 
operations in Afghanistan and officially transferred full security 
responsibility to the Afghan government. The NATO-led Operation 
Resolute Support was formed the same day as a successor to ISAF. 

How have the Taliban managed to stay so strong? 
• The group could be making as much as $1.5bn (£1.2bn) a year, a huge increase 

even within the past decade. Some of this is through drugs - Afghanistan is the 
world's largest opium producer, and most opium poppies - used for heroin - 
are grown in Taliban-held areas. 

• But the Taliban also make money by taxing people who travel through their 
territory, and through businesses like telecommunications, electricity and 
minerals. 

• Foreign countries, including Pakistan and Iran, have denied funding them, but 
private citizens from the region are thought to have done so. 

• The figures for Afghan civilians are more difficult to quantify. A UN report in 
February 2019 said more than 32,000 civilians had died. The Watson 
Institute at Brown University says 42,000 opposition fighters have died. The 
same institute says conflicts in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan and Pakistan have cost 
the US $5.9 trillion since 2001.  

• The US is still conducting air strikes against the Taliban, instigated by the 
third president to oversee the war, Donald Trump. But he is keen to reduce 
troop numbers before he faces another election in November 2020.  
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• The Taliban now control much more territory than they did when international 
troops left Afghanistan in 2014. Many in Washington and elsewhere fear that a 
full US troop pull-out would leave a vacuum that could be filled by militant 
groups seeking to plot attacks in the West. The Afghan people, meanwhile, 
continue to bear the brunt of the long and bloody conflict. 

What do the Taliban and the United States want? 
The negotiations appear to be focused on four elements: 

• Withdrawal of Foreign Forces: Both sides agree on the full withdrawal of 
the fourteen thousand U.S. troops currently in Afghanistan, as well as of 
additional foreign forces, but they disagree on the timeline. The United States 
is reportedly offering a two-and-a-half-year deadline, while the Taliban insists 
on nine months. 

• Counterterrorism Assurances: The Taliban has agreed to prevent 
Afghanistan from being used by terrorist groups, but negotiators disagree over 
how to define the terms “terrorism” and “terrorist.” 

• Intra-Afghan Dialogue: Washington has urged Afghan government and 
Taliban leaders to begin official talks on how Afghanistan will be governed 
after the war, but the Taliban refuses to negotiate with the government until 
after it has reached a deal with the United States. 

• Comprehensive Cease-fire: U.S. negotiators seek a permanent cease-fire 
among U.S., Taliban, and Afghan government forces prior to a peace deal, but 
the Taliban insists on putting off a cease-fire until U.S. troops have withdrawn. 

Reasons for India to be part of reconciliation process with the Taliban: 
• Regional Stability: Security and Stability are foundations over which 

development can be built on. Peaceful neighbourhood and trouble free 
regional climate will provide space for the regimes to focus more on 
development as threats of violence by Taliban’s in the region will be 
minimized. 

• Counter China and Pakistan's vested interests: India should play a 
considerable role through Quadrilateral group plus 2 talks to thwart the efforts 
of china to place puppet regimes which can play according to their own vested 
interests. This can be counterproductive for India's aspirations and concerns. 
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• Connectivity with Central Asia: India's trade with Central Asia and 
reaping benefits from the enhanced connectivity will be largely dependent on 
Afghanistan's domestic environment. A peaceful and cooperative Afghanistan 
will be a key pin in India's central Asia policy. The latest trilateral transit 
agreement between India. Iran and Afghanistan is a significant step in this 
direction. 

• TAPI for Energy security: Violence free Afghanistan is desideratum for 
finishing the project of TAPI and sustaining the benefits from it through 
energy supplies from Turkmenistan. 

• Gateway to "Link west" policy: Afghanistan will act as a gateway to India's 
increasing rigour on its west Asia policy. 

• Minerals of Afghanistan: The cost of access to minerals will be minimum 
and helpful in expanding the production of Indian Industries. 

US- Taliban Deal 
• Recently, the U.S. signed a deal (at Qatar's capital-Doha) with the 

Taliban that could pave the way towards a full withdrawal of foreign 
soldiers from Afghanistan over the next 14 months and represent a step 
towards ending the 18-year-war in Afghanistan. Along with this, 
a separate joint declaration was also signed between the Afghan 
government and the US at Kabul. 

• The peace deal is expected to kick-off two processes- a phased withdrawal 
of US troops and an ‘intra-Afghan’ dialogue. The deal is 
a fundamental step to deliver a comprehensive and permanent 
ceasefire and the future political roadmap for Afghanistan peace 
process and the Central region. 

Background of the Deal 
• On 11 September 2001, terrorist attacks in America killed nearly 3,000 

people. Osama Bin Laden, the head of Islamist terror group al-Qaeda, 
was quickly identified as the man responsible. 

• The Taliban, radical Islamists who ran Afghanistan at that time, protected 
Bin Laden, refused to hand him over. So, a month after 9/11, the US 
launched airstrikes against Afghanistan. 
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• The US was joined by an international coalition and the Taliban were 
quickly removed from power. However, they turned into an insurgent force 
and continued deadly attacks, destabilising subsequent Afghan 
governments. 

• Since then, the US is fighting a war against the Taliban. 
• Donald Trump’s 2017 policy on Afghanistan, was based on breaking 

the military stalemate in Afghanistan by authorising an additional 5,000 
soldiers, giving US forces a freer hand to go after the Taliban, putting 
Pakistan on notice, and strengthening Afghan capabilities. 

• However, the US realised that the Taliban insurgency could not be 
defeated as long as it enjoyed safe havens and secure sanctuaries 
in Pakistan, the US changed track and sought Pakistan’s help to get the 
Taliban to the negotiating table. 

• The negotiations began in September 2018 with the appointment of 
Ambassador Zalmay Khalilzad to initiate direct talks with the Taliban. After 
nine rounds of US-Taliban talks in Qatar, the two sides seemed close to an 
agreement. 

Salient Features of the Deal 
• Troops Withdrawal: The US will draw down to 8,600 troops in 135 

days and the NATO or coalition troop numbers will also be brought down, 
proportionately and simultaneously. And all troops will be out within 14 
months. 

• Taliban Commitment: The main counter-terrorism commitment by the 
Taliban is that Taliban will not allow any of its members, other individuals 
or groups, including al-Qaeda, to use the soil of Afghanistan to threaten 
the security of the United States and its allies. 

• Sanctions Removal: UN sanctions on Taliban leaders to be removed by 
three months and US sanctions by August 27. The sanctions will be out 
before much progress is expected in the intra-Afghan dialogue. 

• Prisoner Release: The US-Taliban pact says up to 5,000 imprisoned 
Taliban and up to 1,000 prisoners from “the other side” held by Taliban 
“will be released” by March 10. 

Challenges in the Deal 
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1. One-Sided Deal: The fundamental issue with the U.S.’s Taliban engagement 
is that it deliberately excluded the Afghan government because the 
Taliban do not see the government as legitimate rulers. Also, there is no 
reference to the Constitution, rule of law, democracy and elections in the 
deal. 

a. Taliban is known for strict religious laws, banishing women from 
public life, shutting down schools and unleashing systemic 
discrimination on religious and ethnic minorities, has not made any 
promises on whether it would respect civil liberties or accept the Afghan 
Constitution. 

b. Therefore, Shariat-based system (political system based on 
fundamental Islamic values) with the existing constitution is not easy. 

2. Issues with Intra-Afgan Dialogue: 
a. President Ashraf Ghani faces a political crisis following claims of 

fraud in his recent re-election. 
b. The political tussle is between Ashraf Ghani (who belongs to the 

largest ethnic group in Afghanistan- the Pashtun) and Abdullah 
Abdullah (whose base is among his fellow Tajiks, the second largest 
group in Afghanistan). 

c. If there are any concessions made by Mr Ghani’s government to 
the Taliban (predominantly Pashtun) will likely be interpreted by 
Mr Abdullah’s supporters as an intra-Pashtun deal reached at the 
cost of other ethnic groups, especially the Tajiks and the Uzbeks. 

d. Consequently, these ethnic fissures may descend into open 
conflict and can start the next round of civil war. 

3. Thus, the lifting of the US military footprint and the return of a unilateral 
Taliban could set the stage for the next round of civil war that has hobbled 
the nation since the late 1970s. 

4. Problem with Prisoner's Swap: The US-Taliban agreement and the joint 
declaration differ: 
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a. The US-Taliban pact says up to 5,000 imprisoned Taliban and up to 
1,000 prisoners from “the other side” held by Taliban “will be released” 
by March 10. 

b. However, the joint declaration lays down no numbers or deadlines 
for the prisoner's swap. Afghanistan President held that there is no 
commitment to releasing 5,000 prisoners. He also held that such 
prisoners' swap is not in the authority of the US, but in the authority of 
the Afghan government. 

5. Also, the Taliban is fragmented or divided internally. It is composed of various 
regional and tribal groups acting semi-autonomously. 

a. Therefore, it is possible that some of them may continue to engage in 
assaults on government troops and even American forces during the 
withdrawal process. 

b. It is unclear if there is a date for the complete withdrawal of US troops or 
for concluding the intra-Afghan dialogue, or how long the truce will hold. 

Impact of the Deal on Other Stakeholders 
• US: The promise to end America’s “endless wars” in the greater 

Middle East region was one of the central themes of US President Donald 
Trump’s election campaign in 2016. This deal may demonstrate progress on 
that front in his bid for re-election later this year. 
 

o Though, the US doesn't recognise Taliban as a state under the name of 
Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan (key demand of Taliban), though 
many experts are of the view that this deal is a little more than a 
dressed-up U.S. surrender that will ultimately see the Taliban return 
to power. 

• Pakistan: The deal provides the strategic advantage to Pakistan, who is a 
long-time benefactor of the Taliban. 

• China: After the launch of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 
(CPEC), Pakistan is seen as more of a protectorate state of 
China. Thus, China may leverage Pakistan's influence on the Taliban, to 
propel its strategic projects like the Belt and Road Initiative. 

Impact of this Deal on India 
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• This deal alters the balance of power in favour of the Taliban, which will 
have strategic, security and political implications for India. The deal 
may jeopardise the key stakes of India in Afghanistan: 

• India has a major stake in the stability of Afghanistan. India has 
invested considerable resources in Afghanistan's development. 

• India has a major stake in the continuation of the current Afghanistan 
government in power, which it considers a strategic asset vis-à-vis 
Pakistan. 
 

o An increased political and military role for the Taliban and the expansion 
of its territorial control should be of great concern to India since the 
Taliban is widely believed to be a protégé of Islamabad. 

• As Afghanistan is the gateway to Central Asia, the deal might dampen India’s 
interest in Central Asia. 

• Withdrawal of US troops could result in the breeding of the fertile ground for 
various anti-India terrorist outfits like Lashkar-e-Taiba or Jaish-e-
Mohammed. 

 
India - Afghanistan: Heart of Asia Conference:  

• The Heart of Asia – Istanbul Process (HoA-IP) is an initiative of Afghanistan 
and Turkey, which was officially launched at a conference hosted by Turkey in 
Istanbul in 2011. 

• Since then, Afghanistan supported by 14 Participating Countries of the Heart 
of Asia Region, 16 Supporting Countries beyond the region and 12 Regional 
and International Organizations are leading and coordinating this Process. 

• It is a platform for promoting regional security, economic and political 
cooperation centred on Afghanistan through dialogue and a set of Confidence 
Building Measures (CBMs). 

• De facto Secretariat: The Directorate General for Regional Cooperation of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Afghanistan 

• The geographical area covering the 15 Participating Countries of the HoA-IP is 
defined as the Heart of Asia Region.  
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• It is one of the biggest regions in the world with a collective geographical area 
covering around 27% of the land area of the Earth. 

India’s role in Heart of Asia Conference: 
• As the lead country for Trade, Commerce and Investment Confidence Building 

Measure under HoA-IP, India has made concerted efforts for strengthening 
regional connectivity for the greater economic integration of Afghanistan with 
the region. 

• A dedicated Air Freight Corridor between cities of India and Afghanistan and 
operationalisation of Chabahar Port in Iran are steps in that direction. 

• External affairs minister also visited the Dushanbe-Chortut Highway Project 
and lauded the work being done by Border Roads Organisation under Indian 
grant assistance.  

• The 8-lane highway will decongest Dushanbe. 
 
Recent- 9th Heart of Asia conference in Tajikistan 

• Calling for a “double peace” both inside Afghanistan and in the region, 
External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar said India supports the Intra-
Afghan Negotiations (IAN), in a rare direct reference to the Taliban at the 
9th Heart of Asia conference in Tajikistan. 

• Mr. Jaishankar attended the meet along with Foreign Ministers of 15 
countries, including Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkey, Iran, China, Russia, 
Saudi Arabia and Central Asian states. 

• “India has been supportive of all the efforts being made to accelerate the 
dialogue between the Afghan government and the Taliban, including intra-
Afghan negotiations,” the Minister said and referred to his participation in 
the inaugural virtual session of the Doha talks in September 2020. 

‘Engage in good faith’ 
• “If the peace process is to be successful, then it is necessary to ensure that 

the negotiating parties continue to engage in good faith, with a serious 
commitment towards reaching a political solution,” he added. India has not 
in the past referred directly to the Taliban, and the government has not 
opened any public engagement with the militant group. 
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• Mr. Jaishankar said India views the escalation in violence against civilians 
in and the “continued involvement of foreign fighters” in Afghanistan with 
“grave concern” and pushed for Heart of Asia members to ensure a 
permanent ceasefire. 

• Speaking at the same conference, Pakistan’s Foreign Minister Shah 
Mehmood Qureshi said Pakistan “fears that any space gained by ISIS and 
Al-Qaeda could accentuate the threat of terrorism,” and cautioned against 
the role of “spoilers”, both “within and outside Afghanistan”. 

• In a departure from the recent past, however, Mr. Jaishankar and Mr. 
Qureshi were present for each other’s speeches during the conference, 
unlike previous boycotts by the two sides at a number of conferences since 
2019. 

• However, despite speculation over an ongoing India-Pakistan peace process 
and a back-channel dialogue, Mr. Jaishankar and Mr. Qureshi did not make 
any public contact during the day-long conference, and were seen avoiding 
eye contact during the joint photo opportunity they both participated in. 

• Speaking at the conference in Dushanbe, Afghanistan President Ashraf 
Ghani, who spoke to both foreign ministers in separate meetings, thanked 
neighbouring countries for their support. 

• He also lauded a number of regional connectivity initiatives including 
India’s air corridor programme and Chabahar port project, as well as the 
Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) pipeline. 

Russia calls for an inclusive solution for Afghanistan peace talks 
• A solution to the Afghan civil war should balance the ethnic and religious 

groups of Afghanistan and no group should be left out of the final 
settlement, said Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov here on Tuesday 
after holding bilateral discussions with his Indian counterpart Dr. S. 
Jaishankar. 

• Mr. Lavrov said India and Russia were working for stability and 
connectivity in the region, and urged that “military alliances” should not 
come up in Asia. 

‘Part of Afghan society’ 
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• “The Taliban movement is a part of Afghan society. Decision on the 
settlement in Afghanistan should foresee the participation of all political, 
ethnic and religious groups in the country. Otherwise, the solution will not 
be stable. This decision has to be based on balance of ethnic, political and 
religious interests, including in the legislative bodies,” Mr. Lavrov said. 

• “Any exclusion of any group from this process will not lead to an 
implementable and sustainable agreement which can lead to resumption of 
hostilities, which is not the desire of the stakeholders,” he said in response 
to a question after both the Ministers issued press statements. 

• Dr. Jaishankar said there is a need to “harmonise” the interests of various 
stakeholders that are active in and around Afghanistan. 

• “For India, what happens in Afghanistan impacts our security directly. I 
shared our approach that for a durable peace there would require 
harmonising the interest of all — both within and around that country,” Mr. 
Jaishankar said. “The peace process should be based on foundational 
principles to which we all subscribe and a political solution should mean 
independent, sovereign, united and democratic Afghanistan,” he added. 

Missile defence system 
• Apart from the Afghan situation, the major issue on the agenda for 

Tuesday’s talks was expected to be the delivery of the Russian S400 missile 
defence system and the threat of U.S. sanctions that the delivery could 
attract. 

• However, the Ministers said the “specific” issue did not come up during the 
discussion. 

• However, Mr. Lavrov acknowledged that the U.S. exerts pressure on any 
country that wants to sign military and industrial contracts with Russia. 
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India’s Partnership with Afghanistan- 
• India has played an active role in the reconstruction of Afghanistan, based on 

the understanding that social and economic development is key to ensuring 
that Afghanistan becomes a source of regional stability.  

• India’s pledged assistance to Afghanistan stands at 1.2 billion US dollars. 
Indian projects cover all parts of Afghanistan, in a wide range of sectors, 
identified by the Afghanistan as priority areas for reconstruction and 
development.  

• All the projects are undertaken in partnership with the Afghan government, in 
total alignment with the Afghanistan National Development Strategy, and with 
focus on local ownership of assets.  

• An innovative element has been the focus on small and community-based 
development projects, with a short gestation period and having a direct impact 
on community life, unveiled during Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan 
Singh’s visit to Afghanistan in August 2005.  

• The latest phase of the bilateral development partnership focuses on capacity 
development and building Afghan institutions.  

India’s assistance activities and development partnership with 
Afghanistan covers four broad areas: 
Humanitarian Assistance- 

• Daily supply of 100 grams of fortified, high-protein biscuits to nearly 
2 million children under a School Feeding Programme administered 
through the World Food Programme.  

• Gift of 250,000 metric tonnes of wheat, announced in January 2009 
to help Afghanistan tide over its current food crisis, to be shipped 
immediately, subject to transit and transportation arrangements 
being finalised.  

• Free medical consultation and medicines through 5 Indian Medical 
Missions to over 30,000 Afghans monthly.  

• Reconstruction of Indira Gandhi Institute of Child Health in Kabul.  
• Gifting of vehicles (400 buses and 200 mini-buses for mass urban 

transportation, 105 utility vehicles for municipalities, 285 military 
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vehicles for the Afghan National Army, and 10 ambulances for public 
hospitals in five cities).  

• Five toilet-cum-public sanitation complexes in Kabul. 
Major Infrastructure Projects  

• Construction of 218 km road from Zaranj to Delaram to facilitate 
movement of goods and services from Afghanistan to the Iranian 
border and, onward, to the Chahbahar Port (completed).  

• Construction of 220kV DC transmission line from Pul-e-Khumri to 
Kabul and a 220/110/20 kV sub-station at Chimtala to bring 
additional power from the northern grid to Kabul (completion by 
April 2009).  

• Construction and commissioning of Salma Dam power project (42 
MW) in Herat province (completion by 2011).  

• Construction of the Afghan Parliament (completion by 2011).  
• Restoration of telecommunication infrastructure in 11 provinces 

(completed).  
• Expansion of national TV network by providing an uplink from Kabul 

and downlinks in all 34 provincial capitals for promoting greater 
integration of the country (completed). 

Small and Community-based Development Projects  
These are in vulnerable border areas, with focus on local ownership and 
management and extend to agriculture, rural development, education, health, 
vocational training, and solar energy. These have a direct, immediate and visible 
impact on community life.  

o 84 small projects are under different stages of implementation in 19 
provinces of Afghanistan. 

Education and capacity development  
• Reconstruction of Habibia School, Kabul.  
• 500 annual long-term university scholarships sponsored by the 

Indian Council for Cultural Relations for under-graduate and 
postgraduate studies for Afghan students in India.  
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• 500 annual short-term ITEC training programmes for Afghan public 
servants in Indian technical and professional institutions of their 
choice.  

• Deputation of 20 Indian civil servants as coaches and mentors under 
Capacity for Afghan Public Administration (CAP) programme 
supported by UNDP and the Governments of Afghanistan and India.  

• India–Afghanistan Vocational Training Centre for training Afghan 
youth in carpentry, plumbing, welding, masonry and tailoring 
executed by the Confederation of Indian Industries.  

• Women’s Vocational Training Centre in Baghe-Zanana for training of 
Afghan women (warwidows and orphans) in garment making, nursery 
plantation, food processing and marketing, executed by the well-
known Indian NGO SEWA (Self-Employed Women’s Association).  

• Capacity building programmes are also underway in the fields of 
diplomacy, media and information, civil aviation, agricultural 
research and education, health care and medicinal science, tourism, 
education, standardisation, rural development, public administration, 
electoral management and administration, and local governance. 

 
MoU signed 
MoU signed recently for construction of the Shahtoot dam to provide drinking 
water to Kabul. 

• The proposed dam will be on Kabul river basin. It is one of the five river 
basins in Afghanistan. 

• The dam will provide drinking, irrigation, and Environmental 
water for Kabul province. 

• This is the second major dam being built by India in Afghanistan, 
after Salma Dam which was inaugurated in 2016. 

India-Afghanistan strategic partnership Agreement 
The India-Afghanistan Strategic Partnership Agreement was signed in 2011.  
Following are some of its major highlights: 

• It recommitted Indian assistance to help rebuild 
Afghanistan’s infrastructure and institutions. 
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• Education and technical assistance for rebuilding indigenous Afghan 
capacity in many areas, shall be provided. 

• Encourage investment in Afghanistan and provide duty-free access to the 
Indian market. 

• Both sides agreed to consult and cooperate at the United Nations and other 
international, regional and multilateral forums including support for the 
reform and expansion of the United Nations Security Council, including 
a permanent seat for India in the Council. 

• India agreed to assist in the training, equipping and capacity building 
programmes for Afghan National Security Forces. 

• Through the India-Afghanistan Foundation, India & Afghanistan will seek 
to promote social and cultural ties. 

 
 
What is Loya Jirga? 

• It is a mass national gathering that brings together representatives from the 
various ethnic, religious, and tribal communities in Afghanistan. 

• It is a highly respected centuries-old consultative body that has been convened 
at times of national crisis or to settle national issues. 

• According to the Afghan Constitution, a Loya Jirga is considered the highest 
expression of the Afghan people. 

• It is not an official decision-making body and its decisions are not legally 
binding. 

• However, the Loya Jirga's decision is seen as final, with the president and 
parliament expected to respect the ruling. 

 
 
TH EDITORIAL-Undefined role 
 
India must be clear on how it wants to shape Afghanistan’s destiny under the 
Taliban 
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• By holding the Third Regional Security Dialogue on Afghanistan, 
chaired by NSA Ajit Doval this week, New Delhi has sent out three 
strong messages: one, that it wishes to remain an important and 
engaged player in the future of Afghanistan; second, that with the exit 
of U.S.-NATO troops, the ideal solution to the situation is through 
consensus in Afghanistan’s extended neighbourhood including 
Russia; and third, that the Afghan humanitarian crisis should be the 
region’s immediate priority and political differences can be set 
aside to help.  

• It is the last message that spurred New Delhi to invite the NSAs from 
China and Pakistan, despite the LAC standoff and deep differences with the 
Imran Khan government over Kashmir and cross-border terrorism.  

• By declining the invitation, Beijing and Islamabad have made it clear that they 
do not intend to assist India in its Afghan engagement, further demonstrated 
by the Khan government’s churlishness in refusing India road 
access to send wheat and medicines to Kabul.  

• To that end, the Delhi Declaration issued by the eight participating 
nations, including Iran and Russia, is a milestone in keeping India inside 
the discussion on Afghanistan.  

• The declaration goes farther than the previous such regional discussion of 
SCO countries in Dushanbe in September, in its strong language on 
terrorism, terror financing and radicalisation.  

• It also expands on the need for an inclusive government in Kabul that 
will replace the Interim Taliban regime, and promotes a national reconciliation 
process. 

• While the consensus over the Delhi Declaration is a creditable feat, it does not 
paper over all the differences between India and the other countries over their 
far stronger engagement with Kabul.  

• For instance, Turkmenistan sent a Ministerial delegation to discuss 
connectivity with the Taliban, while Uzbekistan accorded the visiting 
Taliban Deputy PM full protocol and discussed trade, transit and 
the construction of a railway line. Russia and Iran still maintain 
their embassies in Kabul, and a “Troika-plus” U.S.-China-Russia-
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Pakistan engagement is taking place with the Taliban Foreign 
Minister, in Islamabad this week.  

• With the “normalisation” of ties with the Taliban regime growing, New Delhi 
must now consider how far it wishes to go in its engagement with Afghanistan.  

• On the one hand, India has publicly held talks with Taliban officials twice and 
expressed solidarity with Afghans, but on the other has refused practically 
all visa seekers, made no monetary contribution to the 
humanitarian crisis there, and has made no bid to continue with plans for 
trade and connectivity with Afghanistan.  

• India’s desire to lead the discussion on Afghanistan’s destiny, as demonstrated 
by the NSA dialogue, is a worthy goal for a regional leader, but can only be 
fulfilled once the Government defines more clearly what it wants its Afghan 
role to be, despite all its differences with the regime now in power. 

 
 
TH- The Indian challenge in Afghanistan 
Intra-Afghan tensions rather than any hostility towards India could impede 
implementation of projects 

• India’s record as a ‘first responder’ is improving by the day. Just 24 
hours after a massive earthquake hit Afghanistan, the Indian Air 
Force moved in with tonnes of relief. That is impressive.  

• It is also badly needed, given that the worst earthquake in 20 years hit a 
region that has been at war for decades. Desperate people are always open to 
adopting any means to survive.  

• Apart from India, other countries will soon weigh in with aid. This might be 
the time to either make friends or renew hostility with old enemies. 

 
The quake 
 

• The massive earthquake was centred around Khost along the 
Afghanistan- Pakistan border, and measured 5.9 on the Richter Scale.  

• Clearly, the Pakistan side would have suffered as well, though there has been 
no reportage on this in the Pakistani media.  
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• Like other news from the tribal areas, this one also appears to have been 
damped down. The proximity to the affected area also meant that Pakistan was 
able to send relief aid quickly.  

• Trucks decked with banners entered Afghanistan declaring that the 
aid was from “the people of Pakistan”.  

• Iran also sent relief material by air. Both these efforts and the Pakistan Foreign 
Ministry’s statement expressing condolences were reported by Xinhua (China’s 
news agency).  

• There was nothing about India’s effort. There was also nothing on 
Qatar, which is in negotiations to manage Kabul, Kandahar and 
Herat airports. 

• Stressing “historical and civilizational relationship ties” with the 
Afghan people, Delhi announced the arrival of a technical team to 
“closely monitor and coordinate the efforts of various 
stakeholders” for the effective delivery of humanitarian assistance.  

• This followed the arrival of a delegation led by a senior official to Afghanistan. 
Afghan officials welcomed not only aid, but called for the restarting of small 
projects across the country.  

• Prior to this, there were reports that Indian aid was being hoarded and 
diverted back to Pakistan. This meant that only a fraction of some 50,000 
MT of wheat and medicines was actually reaching the country.  

• Delhi seems to have asked for aid to flow through the Iranian route, instead of 
across Pakistan, so that it would reach Afghanistan.  

• Iran is on board, as was evident during Foreign Minister Dr. 
Hossein Amir Abdollahian’s recent visit to Delhi, where issues 
discussed included provision of aid to Afghanistan. 

 
Providing relief 
 

• Meanwhile, countries are responding to the United Nations’ appeal for aid. 
That includes Taiwan, which has offered $1 million despite not being a 
member of the world body due to Beijing’s objections.  
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• Japan, South Korea, and the UAE have also responded to the UN’s appeal.  
• The U.S. and its primary agency, the United States Agency for International 

Development, made brief and similar statements without making any specific 
commitment. U.S. aid stands at $512,208,314 in the current financial year, 
after the U.S. Treasury Department broadened the types of activities 
authorised under U.S. licences, and the UN Security Council allowed sanctions 
exemption for delivery of humanitarian aid.  

• However, the U.S.’s response indicates the difficulties involved given the 
broken Afghan banking and financial systems and lack of infrastructure.  

• A range of institutions is involved in actual aid delivery, and U.S. instructions 
are that all aid should be in cash, since no banks will do business or 
accept letters of credit to the Afghan central bank (DAB).  

• UN organisations also provide cash, and aid agencies have long had 
to use reliable local hawala networks for transfers.  

• The main benefit to this is that money is spent within the country, rather than 
in physical aid sourced from the neighbourhood. The trouble is that a 
notoriously strait jacketed Finance Ministry will never agree to large-scale 
Indian aid being spent in this manner.  

• Cash transfers to the DAB are possible, but its own reach to the furthest parts 
of the country is doubtful. 

• While ‘buy local’ may work with food and immediate aid, the requirements for 
reconstruction, particularly in the present case, will have to be sourced from 
Pakistan.  

• Pakistan cement companies such as Lucky Cement made their fortunes 
out of U.S. construction in Afghanistan, of everything from airfields 
to culverts, when operations were ongoing.  

• A 2004 study reported not just the huge amounts of money being made by all 
those concerned, but also revealed that Afghan companies were being 
sidelined in favour of Turkish or Chinese ones in the country. 

• Also, most UN activity for Afghanistan is slotted through Pakistan.  
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• U.S. listings show that major UN agencies and the International 
Organization for Migration are present in Pakistan, where they are 
funded to source supplies.  

• This includes smaller NGOs such as Red Crescent or the hundreds of 
others operating on the ground.  

• Any Indian attempt at reconstruction has to take this reality on board. India 
also needs to encourage Afghan cement plants and related industries, and 
ensure optimal use of coal, which is now being exported to Pakistan at cheap 
prices. 

 
 
 
The security issue 
 

• Then there exists the ever-present issue of security, which was apparent from 
the recent attack on a gurdwara in Kabul, apparently by the Islamic 
State Khorasan (IS-K).  

• The IS-K is a group of many parts, with a presence in the north, along the 
Pakistan border, and in Kabul.  

• In the north, the Russians accuse the Americans of assisting the group, while 
in Kabul, the IS-K’s worst attack was against withdrawing U.S. troops in 
August 2021.  

• In recent times, IS-K has become strongly anti-India, along with al- 
Qaeda, which put out a video where chief Ayman Al Zawahari was 
seen praising a Karnataka girl for defending the hijab.  

• Even more vicious language was used in the threat made against 
Nupur Sharma, former BJP spokesperson, for her controversial 
remarks against the Prophet. A recent UN report notes that both groups are 
operational, and may see increased recruitment of young men with no 
alternatives. 

• India has around 400 projects in all the 34 provinces of 
Afghanistan. With the Taliban offering protection to foreign embassies, and 
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acting quickly in the recent gurdwara bombing, it is possible that the Indian 
effort will continue unimpeded.  

• It is also important to remember that the Taliban have never 
actively been anti-India. Difficulties in implementation are more likely to 
arise from intra-Afghan tensions rather than any hostility to India. 

. 
 
. 
 

All the best 
JAI HIND 
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1. Geography OPTIONAL 
RRVAP (Rapid round value 
addition programme with TEST 
SERIES) 

• For the last 9 years favourite programme 
among students. 

• Where you are lacking we are working upon 
like, Paper-2 in contemporary and 
geographical manner, Mapping and its 
application, special emphasis on Thoughts-
Regional planning and biogeography. 

• Full coverage of geography with writing 
skill development 

• 2013 when the average score was 140 in 
Geo our students scored 200+ (Isha Dhuna, 
Nitin Agarwal and Aditya uppal) 

• 2014 when average score is 230 our 
students scored 280-300 (Aditya uppal 
RANK-19 309 marks) 

• Same trend in 2015-21 
• Available online and offline 2023 

 
2. Our best and SUCCESS GRADE 

course Newspaper analysis and 
writing skill programme. 
** Our TM and most successful programme 
start from 15th Sep  2022 with the 
coverage of last 3 years issues highly 
helpful in P-2&3  
(Seats are limited). FOR FRESHERS AS 
WELL AS THOSE WHO WANT TO 
SCORE 450+  IN MAINS 2021  
 

3. Writing skill development, 
enhancement and 
management programme. 

• Best developed programme to enhance the 
writing skills at individual level 

• Yield a fantastic result: RANK-22 (Saloni 
Rai) and Rank 1 Nandani others…. 

22 sessions till oct 2022 (online and offline) 
with same day discussion, feedback and 
evaluation of the copies. 
 
4. Special batch for ETHICS and 
150 CASE STUDIES. (15 days 
with the guidance to score 110+ 
by DIRECTOR sir)-Online 
available 
 
5. RAW  GS MAINS crash 
course-online 
6. Sanjeeveni Prelims GS crash 
course – Online  
7. Ncert Foundation btachC2U 
Sep 2023 
8. Target 50 GS-FOUNDATION 
batch for 2023… from 22nd August 
2023. 
9. SAARTHI mentorship 
Programme 
 
All the Best – JAI HIND 
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